Abstract-In many emerging time-critical applications, the exact time of event occurrences may not be known. In such cases, events can be represented as a probabilistic occurrence within a time interval. Thus, monitoring of timing constraints, generally used in timecritical systems, needs to incorporate the uncertainty of event occurrences. In this paper, we propose mechanisms to monitor the satisfaction/violation of timing constraints that can be assessed probabilistically. We assume a uniform distribution of event occurrence within a time interval. Our proposed algorithm determines whether the probability that a timing constraint has been satisfied exceeds a specified threshold value. A confidence threshold is a minimum satisfaction probability of the timing constraint. A timing constraint is violated if the confidence threshold is not reached. We design an efficient monitoring algorithm for detecting timing violations of a set of timing constraints by finding the earliest expiration time (EET) for each timing constraint. Since it is critical to derive implicit constraints for early detection of violation of timing constraints, we present the derivation of the implicit constraints under uncertainty using an all-pairs shortest path algorithm. Further, we propose pruning techniques to discard unnecessary implicit constraints. We present the properties and proofs of our approach.
Ç

INTRODUCTION
I N many real-time and fault-tolerant systems, monitoring for the violation or satisfaction of timing constraints is critical [1] . For example, if the system fails to detect the violation of a timing constraint, it may lead to catastrophic system failures or lost business opportunities (e.g., stock market) [2] . Earlier work has focused on detecting timing constraints expressed as temporal distance between event pairs occurring at exact points in time [3] . However, in some situations, the exact time of event occurrence may not be available because of measurement or communication delays. That is, the event occurrences have temporal uncertainties. Thus, there is a need to develop models where the time of event occurrence is captured as a range [3] with a certain probabilistic distribution. This paper develops monitoring of satisfaction/violation of timing constraints that can be assessed probabilistically.
We motivate this emerging field of probabilistic monitoring of timing constraints with the following examples: Example 1. Consider an airline baggage tracking system using radio frequency identification (RFID) technology. Assume that the system records the tuple (baggage ID, timestamp, location) at each checkpoint on the baggage conveyor and routes the baggage to the destination. The system raises a missing baggage warning if a piece of baggage does not reach the next checkpoint within the average processing time delay.
Example 2. An aggregation node in a sensor network collects data from light sensors and smoke sensors. The smoke sensors report smoke incidents and the light sensors report abnormally strong light. The aggregation node notifies an emergency management system when both smoke and light sensors report at similar times, indicating the possibility of a fire.
Example 3. Consider an object tracking system composed of two speed sensors and a data collection process. The two sensors are located at different locations. On detecting a moving object, each sensor records the speed of the object, along with its timestamp, and transmits the data packet via wireless communication to the data collection process. The system is interested in recording a pair of data for which timestamps are within a certain time interval. Assume the data packet has arrived from one sensor, but the data packet sent from the other sensor is lost. Thus, the data collection process can give up waiting for this missing packet from the sensor once a certain amount of time has elapsed and it can become available for other purposes. The above examples have two temporal characteristics. First, an event occurrence may have temporal uncertainties for various reasons, such as imperfect clock synchronizations among sensors, delays in sensor reading, and timestamp granularity mismatch among different systems. If the event occurrence is captured by a timestamp and if its exact occurrence timing is not known, then the event can be assumed to have occurred within a time interval. We can then assume that the event occurs with a certain probabilistic distribution within this time interval, represented by a pair of time values (i.e., interval timestamps). Researchers, especially those in active database and artificial intelligence [4] , [5] , [6] , prefer to deal with timestamps as intervals in order to allow for more convenient semantics to describe their applications.
Second, there is a temporal constraint between events. There are two types of simple temporal constraints: a deadline timing constraint, which specifies a maximum separation between a pair of events, and a delay timing constraint, which specifies a minimum separation. More complex timing constraints can be composed using logical combinations of deadline and delay timing constraints.
We presented an algorithm for monitoring timing constraints defined over interval timestamps in [3] . The analysis performed by that algorithm is qualitative and supports two modalities for detecting timing constraint satisfaction/violation: certain and possible. The model did not consider the probabilistic nature of the event occurrence within a timestamp interval.
This paper extends the work presented in [3] by allowing users to specify a confidence threshold which denotes the minimum acceptable probability with which a timing constraint is satisfied by the observed event occurrences in a computation. A violation of a timing constraint is deemed to have occurred when the probability of the timing constraint being satisfied falls below the confidence threshold as computed from the observed timestamp values. The confidence threshold can provide a way to express the temporal query in a quantitative manner.
We assume that the exact time of occurrence of an event is uniformly distributed over the time interval. Using the uniform distribution, we compute satisfaction probabilities for both the deadline constraint and the delay constraint. The model computes the earliest expiration time (EET) of a watchdog timer as a function of the confidence threshold to confirm the satisfaction/violation of the timing constraint. In Example 3, for instance, there is a requirement for finding out the earliest time at which the aggregation process can give up waiting for the missing data from the sensors. The EET in our paper essentially provides such an earliest time.
The key to our analysis involves the derivation of implicit constraints from the given set of timing constraints. We show that implicit constraints can be computed by using an all-pairs shortest-path algorithm. We present pruning techniques for discarding unnecessary implicit constraints and a formal proof that the techniques are correct.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 reviews related work. Section 3 introduces the event model of our system and event functions. We show how to compute the satisfaction probability of a timing predicate on interval timestamps. In Section 4, we present an efficient monitoring algorithm for a simple timing constraint. Section 5 shows how to derive implicit constraints from a set of timing constraints using an all-pairs shortest path algorithm. In Section 6, we present techniques for discarding unnecessary implicit constraints and their formal proof. Section 7 summarizes the paper and presents future work.
RELATED WORK
Event monitoring has been an active research topic in realtime systems, fault-tolerant systems, and active databases. In addition, research in handling uncertainties in timestamps has been a topic of interest in distributed systems and temporal databases [7] , [8] , [9] , [10] .
Detection of the violation of timing constraints is a critical component of real-time systems. A real-time system may violate timing constraints under certain unexpected situations even if the system is verified to satisfy those timing constraints at the time of system design. Hence, many techniques for detecting violations of timing constraints at runtime have been investigated. Chodrow et al. [11] first observed that the derivation of implicit constraints is required to catch timing violations as early as possible. They also introduced a graph-based monitoring algorithm for detecting violations of timing constraints. Jahanian et al. [12] applied this graph-based monitoring algorithm to a distributed system environment. It was shown that minimization of the number of messages to be forwarded among processors for detecting violations in timing constraints as early as possible is an NP-hard problem.
The idea of deriving necessary implicit constraints not at runtime but at event compilation-time was presented by Mok and Liu [13] , [14] . They also proposed pruning techniques to discard unnecessary implicit constraints from a set of constraints. Based on their work [13] , [14] , we proposed algorithms for monitoring timing constraints where timestamps of events are time intervals [3] , [15] . Mok et al. [3] presented two new modalities, certain and possible, to allow a user to specify a desired degree of certainty as to whether a timing violation has occurred. We presented quantitative arguments for introducing timing constraints with confidence threshold requirements in earlier work [15] . This paper extends the previous work [15] to derive tighter bounds of the earliest expiration times (EET) and provides algorithms to discard unnecessary constraints from a given set of timing constraints.
In this paper, we assume the uniform probability distribution of event occurrence within a time interval. This means that the true, however unknown, occurrence time of an event can be anywhere within a timestamp with the same probability. A typical example would be the case where the temporal uncertainty is introduced due to different granularity of timestamps between systems [10] . Suppose an event with the timestamp 10:01 AM recorded at a system with the granularity of a minute is sent to another system with the granularity of a second. Then, the event should be timestamped as (10:00:31 AM, 10:01:30 AM) in the latter system. In this case, the appropriate assumption for the probability distribution would be uniform.
Note that other distributions can be applied to the monitoring techniques proposed in this paper. Recently, Woo et al. showed that the techniques can be extended to work with other probability distributions, histogram and Gaussian [16] . The Gaussian distribution is known to be one of the most convenient models for various natural phenomena. The temporal uncertainty introduced due to dating techniques such as Carbon 14 dating can be represented by the Gaussian distribution [10] . Histogram timestamps can represent arbitrary probability distributions which are often acquired by measurements.
In the distributed systems area, there is a significant amount of research on the uncertainties of events. For the sake of brevity, we introduce only a few systems, mainly discussing event composition in a distributed environment. The GEM (Generalized Event Monitor) [17] implements a generalized language for event monitoring in a distributed environment. The effects of communication delays in detecting composite events are discussed. Schwiderski proposed a new composition method for the timestamps of events in a distributed system and defined several temporal operators to order the tmestamps based on the 2g-precedence model [7] . The 2g-precedence means that the total order of two events can be determined if the difference between the timestamps of the events is greater than or equal to 2g, where g is the granularity of the global time [18] . Liebig et al. proposed a new timestamping method in which timestamps of events are modeled by accuracy intervals with reliable error bounds [9] .
Dyreson and Snodgrass [10] discussed how to manage uncertainties in timestamps of events in temporal databases. Similarly to our approach, the concept of a time interval is adopted. The proposed data model is expressive in that they can represent a timestamp having an arbitrary distribution of probabilities of occurrences. They also present an efficient algorithm to calculate the ordering of any two given timestamps. However, the monitoring of violations of timing constraints is not a concern in temporal databases and, hence, does not address the detection of timing errors or violations.
Applications of the event monitoring technique have been recently discussed in several papers. Konana et al. presented an E-Brokerage system based on a real-time composite event monitoring system [2] , [19] . Lee et al. applied event monitoring techniques to verify the runtime properties of a program [20] , [21] .
TIMING CONSTRAINTS WITH CONFIDENCE THRESHOLDS
In general, events represent state changes of interest that may occur in a system. For example, we can define "temperature data from a sensor has arrived" or "CPU usage of has dropped to 10 percent" as events in the system. Events are defined either by users or systems. Every event is associated with a timestamp at which the event occurred. We are particularly interested in the cases where the occurrence time of an event cannot be captured by a single time point, but by a time interval. The time interval consists of a pair of time values: the start and the end times. We use the event model proposed in previous work [3] , [13] , [14] , [22] (min_time, max_time), where min_time and max_time are the earliest and the latest possible times of occurrence of the event, respectively. The time points are absolute times. The difference between min_time and max_time for any timestamp cannot be greater than the predefined limit . Formally, the domain of timestamps is defined as follows:
We use @e to denote the timestamp of the event e 2 E, where E is the domain of events. The following utility functions are used to manipulate interval timestamps:
Definition 2 (min function). Timestamps ! IR, minðIÞ ¼ min time, where I is the timestamp given by (min_time, max_time). An event e is called a future event if the event occurrence is not yet observed by the system. The timestamp of such an event is not known to the system before the observation. Only after the system observes that the event e occurred does it record the timestamp of the event and the event is then called a past event.
In general, there can be some delay between the time when an event actually occurs and the time when the system detects it; such a delay is called the detection latency. Since we consider the case where the actual occurrence time of an event cannot be known, but only its possible range is known, we extend the definition of the detection delay as follows:
Definition 6. The event detection latency for the event e, latencyðeÞ is the difference between maxð@eÞ and the time when the event is observed by the system. In general, 0 latencyðeÞ MaxLatency, where MaxLatency is the maximum detection latency for any event. In other words, the event e can be detected only at or after maxð@eÞ and there is a bound MaxLatency for the event detection latency.
A timing constraint is given by the pair of a timing predicate and a confidence threshold. A timing predicate describes a timing condition between the timestamps. A confidence threshold is the minimum satisfaction probability that the given timing predicate should satisfy. The definitions are given below:
A timing predicate is given by:
where I 1 and I 2 are timestamps. If the constant value d ! 0, then the timing predicate represents a deadline. Otherwise (d < 0), the timing predicate represents a delay. Formally, the domain of timing predicate is defined as follows:
The timestamps in the timing predicate can be either constants or variables expressed with @ function.
Definition 8.
A timing constraint is given by the pair of a timing predicate and a confidence threshold as defined in the following:
where c is a timing predicate and p is a confidence threshold ranging from 0 percent to 100 percent. Formally, the domain of timing constraints is defined as follows:
Timing Constraints ¼ fðc; pÞjc 2 Timing Predicates; p 2 IRg:
Satisfaction of a timing constraint C occurs when the satisfaction probability of c, defined in Definition 9, is greater than or equal to p. Similarly, a violation of C occurs when the satisfaction probability of c is less than p.
Typically, all events in timing constraints (also in timing predicates) are future events at system start up time, thus none of the timing constraints can be evaluated until the system starts running. As the system continues to run, some of the events occur and they are observed by the system. The main responsibility of a timing constraint monitor is to maintain the event history, which stores the event timestamp records and reports any violations of timing constraints.
Definition 9. The satisfaction probability of a timing predicate is the probability that the timing predicate is satisfied. Formally, the satisfaction probability SP of a timing predicate c :
is defined as follows:
where tðIÞ is a random variable which is associated with I 2 T imestamps.
Example 4. The following timing constraint specifies that there is a deadline predicate of 50 1 time units from event e 1 to event e 2 and the confidence threshold is 70 percent.
The distribution of the event occurrence time in the timestamp is assumed to be uniform. Theorems 1 and 2 present the computation of the satisfaction probability of a deadline predicate and a delay predicate, respectively. Theorem 1. Given a deadline predicate, c :
d ! 0, the satisfaction probability of c, SP ðcÞ, is given by the expression:
Theorem 2. Given a delay predicate, c :
, the satisfaction probability of c, SP ðcÞ, is given by the expression: R maxðI1Þ minðI 1 Þ MINðMAXðmaxðI 2 Þ À ðx þ dÞ; 0Þ; lenðI 2 ÞÞ lenðI 1 ÞlenðI 2 Þ dx:
The intuition behind Theorems 1 and 2 is illustrated in Fig. 1 . To compute the satisfaction probability of the deadline predicate c, we calculate, for each random time point x in I 1 , the length in interval I 2 for which c is satisfied (x þ d À minðI 2 Þ in the formula) and integrate with respect to x, for minðI 1 Þ x maxðI 1 Þ. Notice that the MIN and MAX functions are used to cover the cases where x þ d < minðI 2 Þ and x þ d > maxðI 2 Þ. The minimum and the maximum of the satisfied area for the specific x in the computation should be zero and lenðI 2 Þ, respectively. The resulting integral divided by the length of I 1 times the length of I 2 yields the probability that the two interval timestamps jointly satisfy the deadline. In Fig. 1a , the gray box denotes the region that satisfies the deadline predicate assuming that the event occurrence time is x, where minðI 1 Þ x maxðI 1 Þ. Similarly, Fig. 1b illustrates the computation of the satisfaction probability of a delay predicate.
Corollary 1. Given a deadline predicate, c 1 :
, and a delay predicate, c 2 :
In the following, we take the scenario shown in Example 3 in Section 1 as an example of monitoring of timing constraints in runtime:
Example 5. Suppose the data collection process has the following timing constraint:
where e 1 and e 2 represent the arrivals of data from the two sensors, respectively. In this case, the difference in the timestamps of the data should be less than 30. Let MaxLatency be 15. Suppose e 1 is detected at 10 and its timestamp is (8, 10) . Then, the system starts a watchdog timer for the event e 2 expiring at time 10 þ 30 þ 15 ¼ 55.
If the occurrence of the event e 2 is not observed by that time, then it means @maxðe 2 Þ > 55 À 15 ¼ 40. It is evident that there exist instances of ðt 1 ; t 2 Þ where t 1 2 I 1 and t 2 2 I 2 , making the given timing predicate fail, e.g., the pair ðminð@e 1 Þ; maxð@e 2 ÞÞ since
thus, the satisfaction probability of the timing predicate is less than the confidence threshold (100 percent in this case) of the timing constraint. Therefore, the monitoring system claims that the timing constraint is violated. Notice that the system time 55 is the earliest moment when the system can be sure that there is a timing violation if it has not observed the corresponding event (the event e 2 in this case) by then.
In the above example, the derivation of such an earliest time is straightforward since the confidence threshold is 100 percent. In the next section, we present an efficient way to calculate the satisfaction probability and use it to derive the earliest times for nontrivial cases.
EFFICIENT MONITORING OF A TIMING CONSTRAINT WITH CONFIDENCE THRESHOLD
Deriving Satisfaction Probabilities
Although it is conceptually simple to compute the satisfaction probability of the deadline and delay predicates from 1 . The deadline can be in any measurement units and does not affect the model. Theorems 1 and 2, it is rather cumbersome to use in practice since they include MIN and MAX functions with integrals.
We introduce configuration of timing predicates to simplify the analysis by evaluating all cases resulting from different positions of the time intervals with respect to the deadlines (or delays), as illustrated in Fig. 2 .
Throughout this subsection, we assume that we are dealing with a predicate of the form c :
For the sake of brevity, we use min k to denote minðI k Þ. For example, min 1 means minðI 1 Þ. A similar notation, max k , is used for maxðI k Þ.
Definition 10. The configuration of the timing predicate c is XY , where X and Y are symbols determined by the following rules:
For example, the configuration of a timing predicate c : I 1 þ 2 ! I 2 , where I 1 ¼ ð0; 4Þ and I 2 ¼ ð3; 7Þ, is . At first glance, there can be nine possible configurations, , , , , , , , , and . However, the configurations , , and are not permissible since
There are two trivial cases: and . In configuration, the satisfaction probability is zero because there is no possibility that any pair of time points, each of which is from time interval I 1 and I 2 , respectively, can satisfy the deadline. Likewise, for the configuration, every pair of time points from the intervals I 1 and I 2 , respectively, must satisfy the deadline; therefore, the satisfaction probability is 100 percent for the configuration.
Once the configuration is determined, we can calculate the satisfaction probability in the following manner: Let the X-axis and Y-axis represent the the time of occurrence of I 1 þ d and I 2 , respectively. Since the probability distribution within a timestamp is uniform, the rectangle enclosed by the four points 2 Þ, and ðmin 1 þ d; max 2 Þ represents the probability space. Then, the satisfaction probability is the portion of the rectangle which is on the right-hand side of the line y ¼ x. Fig. 3 illustrates the above idea for the four configurations. The simplified formulae are shown in the following: : :
Timing Constraint Monitoring Algorithm
We describe below an efficient monitoring algorithm for a timing constraint with a confidence threshold. We assume, for simplicity, that the system detects an event e at maxð@eÞ, i.e., 8e latencyðeÞ ¼ 0, where e is an event.
Definition 11. Consider a timing constraint C : ðc; pÞ, where
For any specific time interval I 1 and any time point t ! minðI 1 Þ, the earliest expiration time ðEET : ðIR; Timestamps; Timing ConstraintsÞ ! IRÞ for the timing constraint C is defined as follows:
Notice that, after the time EET ðt; I 1 Þj C þ t, there cannot exist I 2 such that @e 2 ¼ I 2 and the given timing constraint C is satisfied. Therefore, EET ðt; I 1 Þj C þ t is the earliest time at which the monitor can give up waiting for the occurrence of the event e 2 and report a timing violation, provided that e 1 with the timestamp I 1 has already occurred and e 2 was not detected by that time. Such knowledge can be useful in timecritical applications where system integrity depends not only on functional correctness, but also on timing correctness. For those systems, the ability to catch timing violations at the earliest moment will be crucial. This feature is also useful in a system where an energy saving effort is critical, such as sensor networked systems. By knowing that the given timing condition cannot be satisfied at the earliest time, the system can reassign the resources tied to hopeless tasks to other tasks or even switch the resources to energy saving modes, e.g., idle state. Hence, this knowledge can contribute to efficient energy management.
By exploiting the properties of EET , we can design an efficient algorithm to detect a timing violation of a timing constraint, as shown in Algorithm 1. In the algorithm, the Satisfaction_Handler(C) and Violation_Handler(C) are the event handlers invoked when the timing constraint C is either satisfied or violated, respectively. A watchdog timer is used for checking whether its associated event has occurred before its expiration time. 9: else if the watchdog timer waiting for the event e 2 expired and the event e 2 was not detected by that time then 10:
call Violation_Handler(C) 11: end if
We describe how to calculate EET ðminðI 1 Þ; I 1 Þj C for a timing constraint C : ð@e 1 þ d ! @e 2 ; pÞ in the following. We start with the case where p ¼ 100%.
Theorem 3. Given a timing constraint C :
Below, we show how to calculate EET ðminðI 1 Þ; I 1 ÞÞj C for the cases where 0% < p < 100%, which are presented in Theorems 7 and 8. The basic idea is to first derive a function Maximum Satisfaction Probability (MSP ) for the timing predicate c of the timing constraint C. It takes two input parameters, I 1 and t, and returns the maximum satisfaction probability of c provided that @e 1 ¼ I 1 and maxð@e 2 Þ ¼ t. Then, we prove that MSP ðI 1 ; tÞj c is a monotonically decreasing function with respect to t. Fig. 4 shows the graph for the MSP function. Computing EET ðminðI 1 Þ; I 1 Þj C now becomes straightforward. Given a threshold requirement p, we set up an inequality expression MSP ðI I ; xÞj c ! p. By rearranging the inequality, we compute x, which is the maximum value of maxð@e 2 Þ such that the constraint can be satisfied. Notice that C is not necessarily satisfied for sure because minð@e 2 Þ is still in question in this scenario. EET ðminðI 1 Þ; I 1 ÞÞj C is the difference between x and minðI 1 Þ. This function returns the maximum achievable satisfaction probability of the given predicate c provided that the values @e 1 and the max point of @e 2 are known.
The following theorems show the formulae for MSP ðI 1 ; tÞj c based on the range of t. Theorem 4. For any timing predicate c :
Theorem 5. For any timing predicate c :
where max ¼ 1 À
. Theorem 6. For any timing predicate c :
where max ¼
From Theorem 4, we can deduce the following corollary because only and configurations are possible in the given condition.
Corollary 2. For any timing predicate c :
Conversely, if the satisfaction probability is not less than 50 percent, then it must be the case that 2 , the Y-axis represents the maximum satisfaction probability which can be achieved as long as maxð@e 2 Þ does not exceed the value on the X-axis. This result is useful in detecting a violation of a timing constraint as early as possible. Assume that, after the event e 1 has occurred, the event e 2 is not detected until minð@e 1 Þ þ d þ . If the userspecified confidence threshold p is not less than 50 percent, then we can stop waiting for event e 2 and declare that the timing constraint is violated since the graph shows that the maximum satisfaction probability when maxð@e 2 Þ ¼ minð@e 1 Þ þ d þ is 50 percent. We can derive the EET for the cases where 50% p < 100% and 0% < p < 50% by rearranging Theorems 4, 5, and 6. 
and EET ðminðI 1 Þ;
Theorem 8. Given a timing constraint C : ð@e 1 þ d ! @e 2 ; pÞ, where 0% < p < 50%,
Now, let us modify the timing constraint used in Example 5 in Section 3 such that its confidence threshold is 25 percent and show how EET can be utilized to detect timing violations as early as possible.
Example 6. Suppose the data collection process now has the following timing constraint:
Let MaxLatency be 15 and be 10. Again, suppose e 1 is detected at 10 and its timestamp is (8, 10) . Then, the system starts a watchdog timer for the event e 2 expiring at time
Hence, if the occurrence of the event e 2 is not observed by that time, then the system can stop waiting for e 2 and declare a timing violation.
DERIVING IMPLICIT CONSTRAINTS
In the previous section, we discussed how to design an algorithm to detect a timing violation for a single timing constraint using EET . We extend the discussion to the case where multiple timing constraints are related. The ability to detect a timing violation as early as possible for a conjunction of timing constraints at runtime requires implicit constraints.
Various algorithms for deriving implicit constraints from a conjunction of timing constraints are discussed elsewhere [11] , [14] . An extension to accommodate interval timestamps is presented in an earlier paper of ours [3] . We now extend our previous algorithm [3] to incorporate timing constraints with confidence thresholds.
Definition 13. Given a set of constraints S, a constraint c 6 2 S is an implicit constraint if the satisfaction of all of the constraints in S logically implies the satisfaction of c.
We provide an example to illustrate how to derive an implicit constraint from timing constraints on time points and why the implicit constraint is useful in detecting a timing violation.
Example 7. For this example only, we assume that the timestamp of an event is not a time interval but a time point. Again, the detection latency is assumed to be zero. Suppose we have the following timing constraints:
We can derive an implicit constraint @e 1 þ 5 ! @e 3 by adding the two timing constraints. This derived implicit constraint can help us to detect a timing violation as early as possible, as explained below. Suppose @e 1 ¼ 0. If the event e 3 does not occur until time unit 5, then we can conclude that at least one of the original timing constraints will be violated eventually. If we do not exploit the implicit constraint, we would have to wait until time unit 100 to catch the violation of the first timing constraint in case e 2 does not occur by that time.
Efficient Monitoring of Timing Constraints
The intuition behind efficient monitoring of violations of timing constraints is given below. Chodrow et al. [11] showed the need to derive implicit constraints for the conjunction of timing constraints to detect timing violations as early as possible. A conjunction of timing constraints can be modeled by a constraint graph, where a vertex corresponds to a time variable and a weighted edge represents the deadline or delay value of a constraint. Their runtime monitoring algorithm checks whether there are any negative cycles in the constraint graph by running the Floyd-Warshall all-pairs shortest path algorithm every time the value of a time variable is known. The existence of a negative cycle means that at least one of the timing constraints is violated.
Mok and Liu [13] , [14] presented the derivation of implicit constraints at the event compilation time using the Floyd-Warshall all-pairs shortest path algorithm. The pruning algorithm is executed to discard unnecessary implicit constraints. We rely on this approach to derive the implicit constraints before runtime. However, the major difference is that the timestamp of an event is an interval and every timing constraint has a confidence threshold requirement. Thus, the algorithm for deriving implicit constraints needs to be extended.
It is worth mentioning that the general process of deriving implicit constraints for monitoring timing violations is very similar to the technique for manipulating a difference bounded matrix (DBM) in the timed automata [23] . Both use the adjacency matrix of a weighted directed graph to represent timing constraints and to compute the all-pairs shortest paths to discard unnecessary timing constraints. However, the approach to differentiate unnecessary timing constraints differs. For the purpose of monitoring timing violations, unnecessary timing constraints are the ones that do not help the monitor to catch timing violations earlier than the original timing constraints. In timed automata, an edge e from vertex x to y is unnecessary (or redundant) if there is an alternative path from x to y with the same or lower weight.
Deriving Implicit Constraints
Assume that we have the following set of timing constraints with various confidence thresholds:
In general, an implicit constraint can be constructed by adding two or more constraints together. For example, by adding C 1 and C 2 , we identify an implicit deadline/delay between @e 1 and @e 3 having the following form:
Notice that we can construct infinitely many constraints by properly adjusting the values d 0 and p 0 in C so that the violation of C always implies that at least one of the original constraints C 1 and C 2 is violated.
Among all possible constraints, we favor the ones with p 0 ¼ 100% because it will be computationally cheaper to evaluate EET ðminðI 1 Þ; I 1 Þj C in the constraint with p 0 ¼ 100% than those in the constraints with smaller confidence thresholds, which require floating-point operations, including square root. From this point, unless otherwise stated, we refer to an implicit constraint with a 100 percent confidence threshold.
The following theorem derives an implicit constraint with a 100 percent confidence threshold from a set of timing constraints.
Theorem 9. Consider a set of timing constraints shown as follows:
. .
e k is an event where 1 k n þ 1. d k is a deadline or a delay, and p k is a confidence threshold, where 1 k n. Then, the implicit constraint between @e 1 and @e nþ1 from C 1 ; C 2 ; . . . ; C n is given by:
where I 1 ¼ @e 1 and m is the number of values p k , 2 k n, for which p k 6 ¼ 100%.
All-Pairs Shortest-Path Algorithm
An efficient technique to derive shortest implicit constraints is to use an all-pairs shortest-path algorithm as the core engine [3] , [13] , [14] . Our proposed algorithm is an extension of the Floyd-Warshall algorithm. We assume that the set of timing constraints from which we want to derive implicit constraints are represented as a directed graph (a constraint graph), where each timestamp in the timing constraints is represented by a vertex, as proposed in Mok and Liu [13] , [14] . Together with its confidence threshold, a delay or a deadline becomes a weighted edge. Example 8. Fig. 5 shows a graph corresponding to the following set of timing constraints: We cannot simply run the Floyd-Warshall all-pairs shortest path algorithm for a given constraint graph since the weights of some edges in the constraint graph may not be fully known at event compilation time. As indicated in Theorems 7, 8, and 9, an edge may contain information about the length of the timestamp which will be known only after the corresponding event occurs. Theorem 9 indicates that, except for the first edge consisting of a shortest path, the weights of the remaining edges in the shortest path do not contain information about the length of the timestamps. Therefore, we decompose the derivation of implicit constraints into the following three parts:
1. Duplicate the explicit constraints while converting the confidence threshold of every edge to 100 percent. 2. Run the Floyd-Warshall all-pairs shortest path algorithm on the duplicated constraint graph.
3.
For each possible vertex pair ði; jÞ, take an intermediate vertex k, where k can be any vertex in the graph. Construct a path with the weight of the expiration time from i to k, ET ði; kÞ, plus the weight of the shortest path from k to j calculated from Step 2. Choose the shortest path(s) among them for the pair ði; jÞ. In the above, the expiration time for the vertex i and j, ET ði; jÞ : V ertex; V ertex ! IR, is shorthand for EET ðminð@e i Þ; @e i Þj C , where C is the constraint represented by the edge ði; jÞ and e i is the event corresponding to the vertex i. The following equation shows the computation of all-pairs shortest paths on a constraint graph for timing constraints with confidence thresholds: ( At the end of the execution of the algorithm, S n ij contains a list of the shortest paths representing implicit constraint(s) from the vertex i to j. In the equation, n is the number of vertices in the constraint graph and d ij and p ij are a deadline/delay and a confidence threshold from vertex i to vertex j, respectively. The runtime complexity of the overall algorithm is Oðn 4 Þ because S k ij can have up to n paths which may not be comparable to each other at event compilation time. The runtime complexity of the algorithm can be improved if we relax the EET function. As in our previous work [15] , we can design the EET function such that it returns d, d þ , d þ þ lenð@e s Þ for the cases where p ¼ 100%, 50% p < 100%, and 0% < p < 50%, respectively, and @e s is the timestamp of the event corresponding to the starting vertex. In that case, we need to keep at most two shortest paths for each vertex pair; hence, the runtime complexity of the algorithm becomes Oðn 3 Þ. Notice that the relaxed EET function does not endanger the correctness of the violation detection process, but it may degrade the violation detection latency. The relaxed EET function can also lessen the overhead of the runtime detection process since fewer shortest paths are to be compared when the length of the timestamp is known to the system. Fig. 6 shows the computation result of d 0 for the constraint graph shown in Example 8 and Fig. 5 . In this example, it is assumed that ¼ 10. Fig. 7 shows the all-pairs shortest result contained in S n after running the algorithm. The dotted edges can be discarded by the techniques to be introduced in the next section.
PRUNING UNNECESSARY CONSTRAINTS
In the previous section, we discussed how to use implicit constraints to detect timing violations at the earliest time. However, not all implicit constraints are needed. Some implicit constraints are unnecessary and, to improve performance further, we can prune those unnecessary constraints. Mok and Liu [13] , [14] provided the rules to discard unnecessary implicit constraints when the timestamp of an event is defined as a time point. We prove that those rules are still valid for the case where event timestamps are defined as time intervals and timing constraints on time intervals have confidence thresholds.
To facilitate the proof, we introduce the notion of the earliest violation detection time (EVDT).
Definition 14. The earliest violation detection time
ðEV DT Þ of a timing constraint C is the earliest possible time when a monitor can detect the timing violation of C. EV DT : Timing Constraints ! IR.
The EV DT is similar to the EET in that they all represent the earliest possible time for detecting the timing violation of a constraint. One difference is that the EET is always called with the argument stating the timestamp of an event, e.g., EET ðt; I 1 Þ, which computes the earliest time when the monitor can give up waiting for the other event specified in the timing constraint. In contrast, EV DT ðCÞ simply returns the earliest time when a monitor can detect the timing violation of C. The proof is generally done by the following reasoning: Suppose there are two timing constraints, C 1 and C 2 . Let C i be the implicit constraint derived from C 1 and C 2 . If it is always the case that EV DT ðC 1 Þ EV DT ðC i Þ^EV DT ðC 2 Þ EV DT ðC i Þ, then C i is unnecessary. It turns out that we do not necessarily need to compute the exact values of the EV DT s for all cases We introduce a theorem and two corollaries to find unnecessary implicit constraints from the results of the algorithm discussed in Section 5. These are extensions to those provided by Mok and Liu [13] , [14] to cover interval timestamps and confidence thresholds.
Theorem 11. Consider a constraint graph G ¼ ðV ; EÞ. Suppose there are vertices, u, v, w 2 V , and edges ðu; vÞ, ðv; wÞ 2 E. @e 1 , @e 2 , and @e 3 are the time intervals corresponding to vertices u, v, and w, respectively. If maxð@e 2 Þ EV DT ðCÞ, where C is the implicit constraint corresponding to the path P ¼ u ! v ! w, then the path P is unnecessary. Assume that @e 1 , @e 2 , and @e 3 are time intervals corresponding to u, v, and w, respectively. Let ðu; vÞ and ðv; wÞ represent the timing constraints C 1 :
The example below identifies the unnecessary constraints in the implicit constraint graph shown in Fig. 7 by Corollaries 4 and 5.
Example 9. By Corollary 4, the implicit constraint from @e 3 to @e 4 is unnecessary. By Corollary 5, the implicit constraint from @e 1 to @e 4 is unnecessary. In addition, the implicit constraint from @e 1 to @e 2 can be covered by the explicit constraint. A similar observation can be made on the implicit constraint from @e 2 to @e 3 . The implicit constraint @e 2 to @e 4 covers the explicit constraint; hence, we need to maintain only the implicit constraint for this case.
CONCLUSION
In a number of emerging applications (e.g., sensor-driven or radio frequency-based tracking systems), it is important to model the uncertainty of event occurrences in the monitoring systems and have the capability to monitor the satisfaction/violations of timing constraints. We proposed that events can be specified as time intervals, where they can occur with a uniform probability. We developed a mechanism for users to specify quantitatively the degree of certainty with which timing satisfactions/violations can be detected through the notion of confidence threshold, which can range from 0 percent to 100 percent. Given a deadline or delay timing constraint, we developed methods to compute the satisfaction probability. If the confidence threshold of a timing constraint cannot be deduced from the observations, the system issues a timing violation error. For computational purposes, we derived simpler formulae to use in practice from the initial solution. We also derived many useful properties that can be used for efficient monitoring of timing constraints during runtime. For example, for each case where p ¼ 100%, 50% p < 100%, and 0% < p < 50%, the earliest expiration times (EET) for monitoring timing constraints were derived. It was also shown that the satisfaction probability of a timing predicate in an configuration cannot be over 50 percent. The Floyd-Warshall all-pairs shortest-path algorithm was used to facilitate the derivation of implicit constraints with confidence threshold. Pruning techniques for discarding unnecessary implicit constraints from the result of the modified all-pairs shortest-path algorithm were presented and their correctness was proven.
We are currently applying and extending the techniques presented in this paper to implement a streaming data processing system [24] . This system aggregates streaming data from distributed data sources such as sensors detecting light and smoke. The stream data are attached with interval timestamps signifying temporal uncertainties. A pair of incoming data are joined if the timestamps of the data satisfy the given timing condition. Apart from the deadline and delay constraints discussed in this paper, we support the "within" constraint. Fig. 8 illustrates such an example of stream data join, where the timing condition indicates that the difference of timestamps should be less than 30 seconds and the minimum satisfaction probability is 60 percent. We utilize the minimum satisfaction probability and the maximum satisfaction probability (MSP) graph in this extension. It is shown that the use of the two graphs enables the implementation of efficient join operators for streaming data with interval timestamps. The approach is applied to the histogram-based timestamp in [25] .
We expect many theoretical and practical extensions of this study. It would be possible to extend the current specification of the timing constraints such that a single confidence threshold can be assessed over a group of timing constraints. This will enable the system to guarantee the overall confidence threshold for a group of timing constraints. We can consider modifying some fundamental assumptions made in this paper; for example, it is assumed that an event with the timestamp I is detected at time equal to maxðIÞ. Our current system requires concrete event names in the constraint specifications. There can be some dependent events that cannot be determined until the detection of the preceding events in some applications. Extending our system to allow the users to express such events and timing constraints that are conditionally defined over other events will definitely broaden the applications of the system.
Our approach can be applied to other applications such as intrusion detection. For example, there have been efforts to utilize temporal correlations between some events related to intrusion detection [26] , [27] . It may be possible to extend the techniques to Quality of Service (QoS) and Worst-Case Execution Time (WCET) analysis. Likewise, it will be interesting to adopt the principles in resolving critical business problems such as in financial arbitrage trading (e.g., foreign exchange arbitrage) and automated baggage routing systems using RFID where time delays and constraints are often observed.
APPENDIX PROOF DETAILS
Proof. EET ðminðI 1 Þ; I 1 Þj C cannot be smaller than d b e c a u s e 8I 2 SP ðcÞ ¼ 100% i f @e 2 ¼ I 2 a n d Proof. By rearranging c to I 1 ! I 2 À d, we can get the following:
where
MINðMAXðmaxðI 1 Þ À x þ d; 0Þ; lenðI 1 ÞÞdx:
As illustrated in Fig. 9 , let the satisfied area (possibly zero) MAXðmaxðI 1 Þ À x þ d; 0Þ be m. Then, ! m holds because we accumulate the satisfied area at least m for the length of during the computation for , as shown in the figure. Similarly, it can be shown that ! lenðI 2 Þm, thus m ! .
Proof. is the only configuration with a nonzero satisfaction probability for which
By Lemma 1 and Corollary 6, MSP ðI 1 ; tÞj c ¼ max . t u Theorem 5. For any timing predicate c :
Proof. The only possible configurations under the given 
Proof. The only possible configurations under the given Proof. It is clear from Fig. 3 that the satisfaction probability cannot exceed 50 percent because it is always the case that min 1 þ d < min 2 and max 1 þ d < max 2 for the timing constraints in configuration. t u Corollary 2. For any timing predicate c :
1 ; tÞj c < 50%. Conversely, if the satisfaction probability is not less than 50 percent, then it must be the case that
Proof. Theorem 4 states that MSP ðI 1 ; tÞj c ¼ max for the given range of t. The least upper bound (LUB) of max is 50 percent, as shown in Lemma 2. If t > d þ minðI 1 Þ þ , then the possible configurations are and . The satisfaction probability of any constraint in configuration is less than 50 percent and that of a constraint in configuration is 0 percent. Therefore, if the satisfaction probability is not less than 50 percent, then
Corollary 3. For any timing predicate c :
; tÞj c is a monotonically decreasing function with respect to t.
Proof. max , max , and max are monotonically decreasing with respect to t in the range of
respectively. t u Theorem 7. Given a timing constraint C : ðc; pÞ where c : @e 1 þ d ! @e 2 and 50% p < 100%,
Proof. We can exclude the possibility that maxð@e 2 Þ > minðI 1 Þ þ d þ by Corollary 2 since the requested confidence threshold is not less than 50 percent. By Theorem 5 and Theorem 6, MSP ðI 1 ; tÞj c represents the maximum satisfaction probability for the given range 
Hence, EET ðminðI 1 Þ; We need to consider only the case when d À maxð@e 2 Þ þ minðI 1 Þ < 0. The other case, i.e., d À maxð@e 2 Þ þ minðI 1 Þ ! 0, means that the satisfaction probability is 100 percent; thus the timing constraint C is satisfied. Hence,
Theorem 8. Given a timing constraint C : ðc; pÞ, where c : @e 1 þ d ! @e 2 and 0% < p < 50%,
Proof. Similarly to the previous theorem, the proof is done by rearranging MSP ðI 1 ; tÞj c ! p when
Lemma 3. A condition on time points, C 1 :
Þ is equivalent to the timing constraint
Proof. The satisfaction of C 1 implies the satisfaction of C 2 and vice versa. The violation of C 1 implies the violation of C 2 and vice versa. t u Theorem 9. Consider a set of timing constraints:
e k is an event where 1 k n þ 1. d k is a deadline or a delay and p k is a confidence threshold where 1 k n. Then, the implicit constraint between @e 1 and @e nþ1 from C 1 ; C 2 ; . . . ; C n is given by:
Proof. Base
Step ðn ¼ 1Þ: Suppose we have only one timing constraint C 1 :
The implicit constraint C given by the theorem is ð@e 1 þ EET ðminðI 1 Þ; I 1 Þj C 1 ! @e 2 ; 100%Þ. By the definition of EET , any pair ðt 1 ; t 2 Þ, where t 1 ¼ @e 1 , t 2 ¼ @e 2 and t 1 , t 2 are timestamps, which violates this constraint, also violates C 1 . It means that this implicit constraint is implied by C 1 . Now, suppose that this theorem holds when the number of timing constraints is no bigger than n À 1.
Induction
Step: We consider the case when the number of timing constraints is n. By induction, the implicit constraint C 0 given by the theorem for C 1 ; C 2 ; . . . ; C nÀ1 is
where m 0 is the number of values p k , 2 k n À 1, for which p k 6 ¼ 100%. Now, let us prove that the implicit constraint given by this theorem from a set of timing constraints, C 1 ; C 2 . . . ; C n is implied by C 1^C2^. . .^C n . It can be done by showing that the violation of the implicit constraint always means the violation of at least one of the original constraints. The implicit constraint C given by the theorem from C 1 ; C 2 ; . . . ; C n is
where m is the number of values p k , 2 k n, for which p k 6 ¼ 100%.
First consider the case p n ¼ 100%: Notice that m ¼ m 0 in this case. Since the case where C 0 is violated means that there is also a violation in at least one of the original constraints, we only need to prove the case where
We can conclude that the following inequality holds: maxð@e n Þ þ d n < maxð@e nþ1 Þ, which again means that minð@e n Þ þ d n < maxð@e nþ1 Þ, the violation of C n . The proof for the other case, p n < 100%, can be done similarly; hence, it is omitted. t u 
hence, it means the violation of C. Therefore, 3 ; p 2 Þ, respectively. Assume that the implicit constraint C for the path P is violated at time t 0 , where t 0 ! t. Let t 2 be the earliest violation detection time for C 2 . One of assumptions of the theorem is maxð@e 2 Þ t. In addition, maxð@e 1 Þ t in all cases by Corollary 7. Therefore, C 1 can be evaluated by time t 0 . In the following proof, we assume C 1 is satisfied in all cases. Otherwise, it means that an explicit condition has been violated before the violation of C; therefore, P becomes unnecessary. We further assume t < maxð@e 3 Þ. Otherwise, it means that we could have evaluated C 2 at time t; therefore, P becomes unnecessary. Let C 2
Hence, t > t 2 holds. Otherwise, i.e., minð@e 2 Þ þ d 0 2 < maxð@e 2 Þ, then t 2 ¼ maxð@e 2 Þ. We assumed that maxð@e 2 Þ t in the beginning. Therefore, t ! t 2 . Proof. Suppose that the earliest violation detection time for C is t. In case maxð@e 2 Þ t, by Theorem 11, the implicit constraint C is unnecessary. Thus, we only need to prove the case where maxð@e 2 Þ > t. By Corollary 7, t ! maxð@e 1 Þ. Therefore, maxð@e 1 Þ < maxð@e 2 Þ holds. Because minð@e 1 Þ < maxð@e 1 Þ and d Proof. Let t be the earliest violation detection time for the implicit constraint C. In case maxð@e 2 Þ t, by Theorem 11, the implicit constraint C is unnecessary. Thus, we only need to prove the case where t < maxð@e 2 Þ. Let d . For more information on this or any other computing topic, please visit our Digital Library at www.computer.org/publications/dlib.
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